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Letter from the President
Dear Beloveds in Christ, gathered at Luther Place,
See, I am doing a new thing! Now it springs up, do you not perceive it I am making a way in
the wilderness and streams in the wasteland
Isaiah 43:19
This past fall, Pastor Karen introduced the council to a book written by Susan Beaumont,
entitled How to Lead When You Don t Know Where You re Going: Leading in a Liminal
Season The book introduced the concept of liminality The word liminal comes from the
Latin term for threshold and describes an in between time and space This description
deeply resonated with me and where I understood Luther Place to be And although we
couldn t have anticipated it at the time, our reflections on liminality prepared us for living in a
pandemic world
In 2017, we wrapped up a five year plan for activities of the congregation organized around
five pillars: worship, spiritual growth, justice, hospitality, and community care Since then,
new members and staff were welcomed and others left sometimes graciously, sometimes in
ways that were disappointing and painful While one chapter of our life together has ended,
the next one has not fully come into focus
In her book, Susan Beaumont describes how leaders can tend to a congregation that is in a
liminal season: by deepening group discernment, telling our story, and clarifying our
proximate purpose: that place where our core values, our identity, and our context our place!
intersect
In January, we announced that the congregation had entered a season of discernment that
would lead us to clarifying our purpose for this time We worked to name patterns of being
together which hinder our ability to grow in a healthy way We considered a timeline of
notable events from the last decade: staff expansions and departures, new ministries started
or ones that faded We asked: Where did we see the Holy Spirit at work What were times of
confusion We did this to build a shared understanding for how our actions and patterns
affect our life together and our ability to adapt and grow
In our February leadership retreat and June congregational retreat, we sought to better
understand three emerging values: hospitality, place based, and intergenerationality We
continue to explore how we want to live out those emerging values on a very practical level
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Letter from the President
Are we willing to listen to, and believe, what our neighbors tell us about their dreams, desires
and needs before jumping into a plan of action Do we understand the planning and
preparation and ongoing commitment required to offer hospitality Are we willing to
examine our biases and assumptions about children and elders that get in the way of offering
faith formation that is truly intergenerational We continue to hold these questions, and
others, in prayer and collective reflection
After four years in a leadership role, and as I prepare to transition from serving as your
president, I offer the following, necessarily incomplete, observations of congregational life
When we operate from our best self, Luther Place is generous, energized, and grounded in
our identity as God s beloved We acknowledge mistakes, seek to make improvements, and
take risks to bring more people to the table When we do not operate as our best self, we can
become territorial and myopic, indifferent to the health of the congregation and end up
reverting to rigid thinking and patterns of fear
Why does this matter for a congregation I offer these observations to a community in a
liminal season, discerning who God calls us to be in this time and place At its heart, a
congregation is called to be in relationship to one another we must be aware of the ways in
which our habits and organizational culture hinder or support God s call So, I offer these
suggestions as a reflection on my own leadership growth and my desire for our congregation
to more authentically reflect the love that God has for all of us:
Move at the speed of trust I offered this in last year s letter, and I offer it again
Listen and observe more Talk less Pass the mic Our attention is a resource We continue
to learn about ourselves and who we are when we are together and when we listen to others
tell their story
Do fe er things better Christ assures us that we are not made righteous by our good
deeds! Many of us individually, and as a people gathered, must unlearn lessons we have been
taught that our belovedness and worth comes from what we produce our work and efforts
Instead paraphrasing Henri Nouwen , once we claim the truth of being Beloved, our spiritual
journey is to become who God desires us to be I pray that all of our senses are open to
receive this message
Faithfully,
Tara K Hogan
Congregational Council President
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Letter from the Senior Pastor
When I think of where we are in our life of faith at this point
in 2020, I can t help but marvel at the way God has shaped
us for such a time as this
facing the double pandemic of
coronavirus and systemic racism
Last year at this time, we became even more aware that
it was a time to reconsider and re imagine how we were
going to engage in faith formation This opportunity gave
us a chance to ponder where we are as a congregation,
what our denominational leaders were wrestling with in
terms of gaps in our faithfulness, and what are the things
we want to teach our children well

Our pilot faith formation ministry began in September 2019, using an intergenerational
model that gradually moved to the first Sunday of the month and became a time where
all the generations would meet together Our morning worship also became a place
where children provided teaching opportunities with our adults! When a child offers
you a post it to write a prayer on, it signals God s caring across the generations for our
thoughts, prayers and actions Also, mindful of the ways faith formation and
congregational leadership intersect, we offered two retreats over the last year, both
events helping us to refocus the lenses through which we are focusing our ministry
hospitality, placed based ministry and intergenerationality
I could not have predicted that our second retreat would be held on zoom
and we discovered again that God works through new technologies
Last year we developed another level of
relationship with one of our neighbors, John
Wesley AME Zion Church, pastored by the Rev
Christopher Zacharias We worshipped with the
historic Black congregation, John Wesley in July,
and then in November, the John Wesley
congregation came to Luther Place These visits
were grace filled and memorable We also met at
the movie theater to see Harriet, the Harriet
Tubman biopic, together I know I, at least, was
humbled by the experience
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Letter from the Senior Pastor
The questions around race have convened in protest surrounding the murder by police of
George Floyd This death is a tragic part of the reality of the plague that systemic racism is on
our nation We as people of faith have a role in this change
and as a mostly white ELCA
church, we have to humbly discover our role in this time This discernment is now before us
each and every day

Last year, the Pride parade was sheer joy until
it was disrupted by an action that had
marchers fleeing from the event itself Our
Luther Place marchers and friends left the
parade and paused to pray publicly on a
corner, using a newly written rainbow liturgy,
before we returned to safe spaces

The reality of violence in our lives and the question of What does safety mean continue
to live before us We are in a season where we are celebrating Holy Communion virtually
Each week we are inviting you to gather what is your bread and what is in your cup, and
together at a distance we receive the gifts of the table We are mindful and grateful that
the Table of Christ offers a timeless love that nourishes us and sends us forth in the world
to embody radical love, healing, justice, and creativity Here is the beginning of the Great
Thanksgiving Life giving God, we thank you, divine seamstress, for you never stop
creating From the dawn of time, to our mother s womb, even in the age to come, your
creativity is as endless as eternity I am so grateful to be in community with you even at a
distance May we continue to experience the power of the Holy Trinity to meet us, greet us,
love us, and challenge us in our difficult days
In Christ,
Pastor Karen Brau
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Operations
Sarah Johnson
Staffing
In August of 2019, Xavier Williamson transitioned out of his role as operations director Justin
Fitch assumed the responsibilities of managing the Luther Place website and sending out
both the weekly eNews and worship bulletin The general operations of the office and building
are now the duties of Sarah Johnson This arrangement was initially temporary through the fall
and made official in each staff member s job description beginning January 1st of this year

Tenants and Space Use
A prominent aspect of Sarah s role as operations director
includes managing tenant relationships and general space use
One space use highlight involved hosting a December training
for Fire Drill Fridays, led by Jane Fonda A group of protestors
met at Luther Place for a review of the day s action and
direction from organizers with DC Action Lab It was definitely a
unique day at Luther Place, with notable guests Annie
Leibovitz, Maura Tierney, Taylor Schilling, and Kyra Sedgwick

Updates
In the last year, there have been many changes to Luther Place
operations, including the start of our compost ministry, a new phone
system, and the decision to change internet phone providers
Beginning last August, the staff initiated a partnership with The
Compost Crew and launched our new compost ministry The
intention behind this initiative is to live out Luther Place values
related to the environment and caring for creation In the short life
of this ministry, we have composted 3,215 pounds of organic matter
that would have otherwise ended up in a landfill We look forward to
including our new tenants and continuing to engage our Steinbruck
Center hostel guests in this endeavor once operations resume
Last fall, Luther Place had a new phone system installed which
allows for easier access to buzzing guests into the building, as well
as a smoother process for communication and setting system
greetings for those that call the church The staff, and office tenants,
are looking to the shift to Comcast for phone and internet service
this summer This switch in providers will allow for faster internet
speeds and will save Luther Place 500 per month
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Music and Worship
Justin Fitch
Dear kin in Christ,
As I write to you, I am reminded that it was just one year ago today we celebrated “Pride
Pentecost,” a service I suspect few had ever even imagined until 2019. Now here we are, one
year later, “coming together” each week in a way I suspect no one imagined.
A living church changes, grows, transitions, learns, unlearns – we’ve experienced these this
past year and truly felt the Spirit moving. While we did not know it at the time, it is clear the
She was strengthening us to journey through a nighttime like we had never been through
before. As so many have reminded us during this season, the church was never a building.
How we have been fed this year, and the work we have put in to being more like the church
we want to be has created a connection that distance cannot break.
"We keep choosing life by coming to this table together. It really is 'Everyone's welcome.' And
the mystery of it is that God shows up. The Meal shows the wondrous, extravagant love of God
in a way that we humans cannot stop." – The Rev. Karen Brau, Sept. 8, 2019
We made the decision to continue coming to the table online and offering the Meal from
afar. And then we are called to go in peace and share the good news. May our light shine
brighter each week.
I offer you highlights from this past year:
Collaboration with John Wesley AME Zion
On July 7th at John Wesley AME Zion and on November 3rd at Luther Place, our two
congregations came together and celebrated our relationship by worshipping with each
other. We pray this relationship continues to grow as we strive to be the Beloved Community
together on 14th Street.
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Music and Worship

Rainbo S nda
In addition to Pride and RIC Sunday, this year,
for the first time we added a third Rainbow
Sunday, which took place in October, to
celebrate National Coming Out Day and
commemorate Matthew Shepard

Ad en Len en Ve per
To promote shared leadership and encourage
new ways of worshipping together, ministries
such as the 20s 30s, Embrace, and
Contemplative Prayer Class hosted our Advent
and Lenten vespers
Benefi Concer
i hJ
in Harri on
The first annual concert with The Justins, benefiting Mi Casa, an affordable housing
developer, was very well received The Justins are currently working on a short concert to
support this year s ArtSmart program
Amba ador of Prai e
Although the unavoidable turnover rate is
high, the Ambassadors of Praise is a powerful
ministry, and the circle seems to just keep
growing at the rehearsals over at N St Village
A good number of the AOP have become
faithful members of the community choir
some of whom had never even gone to a Christian
church At this year s gala, they had a wonderful
time performing with Christylez Bacon
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Music and Worship
Comm ni Choir
B C before COVID , the community choir was the strongest it had been since Justin s arrival in
2017 Average participation had grown to twelve members each Sunday but the strength
came from more than just numbers it came from spirit, inclusion, and diversity

Good Frida
Holy Week was certainly not what we thought it would be, but we did not let it stop us from
observing the Triduum The Good Friday service is traditionally led by many members of the
20s 30s thus, instead of a Facebook Live with only Pastor Karen and Justin, this particular
service was done on Zoom and included powerful reflections on the Seven Last Words
Pre recorded Par icipa ion
During this season of pandemic, we have offered many opportunities to participate in the
liturgy in a volunteer role by sending in videos, which has actually made it easier in some ways
for multiple people to be a part of one section, such as the prayers of the people, reading the
Pentecost reading in multiple languages, and musical offerings
T e da T ne
Compline
With the intent to create prayerful, meditative, and calming virtual spaces, Pastor Karen began
leading a nightly compline in March, and Justin began leading a weekly time of music
Reforma ion S nda a f ll collabora ion
Our hymn of the day, When in Our Music God is Glorified, featured trumpets, children s choir,
adult choir, congregation, solo voices, and organ I remember this musical experience vividly I
felt as though all of my training and education were for moments like this, and I look forward
to many similar, future collaborations
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Steinbruck Center
Sarah Johnson

S aff
The Steinbruck Center continues the staffing structure one
director and one fellow with semester long intern support
that was proposed at the start of 2019 Sarah Johnson is now
18 months into her tenure as director and will mark five years
at Luther Place this summer This year she was joined by Sara
Babcock pictured supporting our cubicle repaint who
began her year as Steinbruck Center fellow in September
Sara is a participant in the Young Adult Volunteer YAV
program coordinated by the Presbyterian Church USA She
has been invaluable at co coordinating Steinbruck Center
operations and group experiences facilitating seasonal
devotionals and serving as a member of our staff team Last
summer interns Sophia Marsh and Michelle Zheng
supported hostel guest programming and ArtSmart summer
camp field trips

d Floo Ho el U da e
After the successful transition of the Steinbruck
Center hostel to the 4th floor in early 2019 the
question remained of how to utilize the 3rd floor
hostel space The Long Range Planning committee
voted to continue to designate that space as
overflow for hostel guests and the Steinbruck
Center staff and steering committee worked to
renovate the space with help from other
congregation members and a hostel group from
Messiah College to match the look and function of
the 4th floor The space now offers a full kitchen and
new bunk beds for guests The continued use of this
space for visiting groups brings our bed count to 84
The team looks forward to when operations can
resume safely and we can again offer hospitality and
programming to hostel guests
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Steinbruck Center
Ho i ali and P og amming
A primary function of this ministry is to offer
hospitality in the form of affordable group
housing Most often groups that stay in the
Steinbruck Center hostel fit into one of three
categories college service learning groups
middle and high school youth groups and
protest activist groups Over the past five
years the hostel ministry has experienced
tremendous growth 2019 was the 19th year
of the Steinbruck Center ministry and its
most successful to date We had more group reservations and hosted more guests than ever
before Programming participants engaged and supported other Luther Place ministries
including Sunday morning worship first Sunday community breakfasts Lenten and Advent
soup suppers and festival Sundays including October s pet blessing During the second
week of March we were delighted to have so many hostel guests join for a Lenten soup
supper and vespers that the chapel was full and we opened the All Saints Room doors to
expand seating into the lobby pictured to accommodate the number of guests who joined
for food and fellowship

In 2019 the Steinbruck Center had 81 reservations for housing and or programming and
reached a new high of 166 575 in program income The projections for the year had been 80
reservations and 165 000 While the ministry has clearly been affected by the realities of the
global pandemic we are facing we trust that in the future this ministry will continue to grow
and financially support the overall ministry of Luther Place
This year we continued a fruitful practice of connecting our groups and events to local
community members for catering We encourage groups to support local businesses and to
be intentional with their trip funds This practice resulted in 5 237 in catering costs put into
our community supporting families and small businesses
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20s 30s
Ac i e Membe This ministry is led by a team consisting of Christine Frye Catherine
Hinshaw and Collin Bradley Over 15 members regularly attend events throughout the year
P i i ie The Visioning Session conducted in February 2019 revealed a strong desire
among 20s 30s members to be more engaged in the community surrounding Luther Place
and to live out the Gospel by advocating for various social justice issues within the city We
are proud that the reinvigorated Community Organizing and Protests Team which has
done incredible work over the past year is largely composed of and led by 20s 30s
members To avoid duplication of efforts the 20s 30s ministry itself has prioritized
discussion fellowship and the spiritual growth of young adults in the congregation
Highligh Over the year the 20s 30s ministry saw high attendance and engagement at
both our regularly occurring activities and one off events These include

Monthly happy hours with discussion
on various topics which are also posted
publicly on MeetUp
The Fall Retreat at Rolling Ridge
approximately 20 members attended
DC Brau celebration at the parsonage
Ash Wednesday Pizza Social with Embrace
Support of Elders Brunch

Ada i g
he a demic One of the first changes the 20s 30s group made to comply
with social distancing was to move the monthly happy hour to a virtual format The
experience with this change has been mixed while some of the conversations during these
events have been extremely fruitful attendance has steadily decreased as the lockdown has
continued and Zoom fatigue has started to set in
A more successful venture has been the Prayer Partner Program which was piloted in late
2019 among 20s 30s members and expanded to all members of the congregation in
response to the coronavirus crisis This program paired participants with another member
of the church and each pairing committed to calling each other at least once a week for
two months to talk and pray for each other s concerns Both rounds of the program
received positive feedback and a few pairings stayed in touch even after the end of the
prescribed eight weeks
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Adult Spiritual Formation
The Adult Spiritual Formation gathering in the Library during the Sunday School hour
covers a wide range of social justice issues each Sunday morning at 9 15 A particular
focus of the group has been racial equity
Topic Highlights
Racial E i
• Ed Miller led a three part series centered on Frederick Douglass July 5 1852 speech to
the Rochester Ladies Anti Slavery Society What to the Slave is the Fourth of July is
Douglass renowned speech which pointedly stressed that even though Americans were
celebrating liberty and freedom on Independence Day those same values were not
afforded to the country s enslaved people
• Review of books such as Just Mercy by Bryan Stevenson of the Equal Justice Initiative
• Discussion of a wide range of racial justice issues including mass incarceration of Black
Americans history of lynching Harriet Tubman and the abolition movement role of the
white church in racism etc

Rec cilia i
i R a da
Twenty five years after the genocide in Rwanda
our good friend Pastor John Rutsindintwarane
discussed his amazing work of reconciliation and
community building in Rwanda through Faith in
Action and the Rwandan Lutheran Church

N S ee Village R le i Add e i g H mele
e i DC
N Street Village CEO Schroeder Stribling discussed our city s Homeward DC Plan to end
chronic homelessness and how N Street is playing a major role in addressing the crisis in
women s homelessness
E i
me al I
e
We conducted a 3 part series in April around the 50th Anniversary of Earth Day
particularly focused on climate issues and what we can do individually as a church and
as a country to address climate change
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ArtSmart Summer Camp
One of our place based ministries is ArtSmart
Summer Camp Last year we were able to engage
almost 40 children with a variety of art projects
academic activities and trips in the DC metro area

Our leadership shifted last summer and our new Camp Director was Vanessa Garcia who
brought wisdom and vitality to the camp which made the experience effective and joyous for
all involved Luther Place was also able to fund the part time help of Deacon Kati Miller
Holland and that new staffing pattern allowed us to add some new infrastructure to the
camp
The culmination of ArtSmart was Summer Camp Sunday and Soul Fiesta our neighborhood
block party Together we experienced the joy of sharing food and dancing in the street
This year our challenge with ArtSmart is to craft a virtual experience We have a good team
in place and are focusing the camp on four main areas of engagement food distribution for
families art projects with supplies to take home books and faith formation We thank those
who have supported the camp last year and hope you will participate in supporting the
camp again in 2020
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Communications
Justin Fitch
S aff Upon Xavier Williamson s departure in 2019 Sarah Johnson and I agreed to expand our
roles at the church by taking on additional administrative duties For me these duties were
related to worship and communications creating worship bulletins designing the weekly
eNews keeping the church website up to date preparing worship spaces overseeing parts
of FellowshipOne and more After a three month trial these additional duties were officially
added to our contracts on January 1 2020
C mm ica i
Team In 2019 this team consisted of Natalie Clark assisting with social
media and Andreas Wiede assisting with our website It was clear to us that our online
presence would become more important each year and the pandemic was the impetus we
needed to officially expand our team and check in more regularly Thus in March of 2020
Mallory Brangan Chelsey Christensen Kevin Finelli Pastor Karen and Amanda Lindamood
were added to the team The team currently meets weekly and prioritizes worship
participation opportunities availability of spiritual formation resources promotion of the
church invitation technology and of course clear thorough communicating of information
to the congregation
Sea
al B lle i
In March of 2020 to be more vision aligned we tested using seasonal
bulletins which would cut down significantly on paper and ink usage If when printed
bulletins are used again we will continue this effort
Li e eami g One of the most significant efforts of this team
has been improving our livestreaming Our desire is to make
the livestreamed liturgy as meaningful as possible interactive
participatory and of high audio and visual quality even with only
Pastor Karen Sarah and Justin in the physical sanctuary Insights
from our Facebook page and countless comments from
participants viewers make it clear that our work has certainly
not been in vain Our social media pages have received hundreds
of new followers this year and attendance remains promising
We understand that the church is on a new path in this age and
to be a good witness we must continue to prioritize these efforts
P e a d O ga i i g S
Communication is an integral part of organizing and Luther
Place s large contribution to aiding protesters would not have been possible without the
communication work of Deaconess Chelsey Christensen
Si ce J e
eNews subscribers 516
570 54
Facebook followers 1 007
1 369 362
Twitter followers 1 054
1 305 251
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Community Care
Membe

Joan Hay Abbi Hull Dianne Russell and Hamza Salem

F c ed W k In March and April 2020 as the COVID 19 pandemic shifted the life of our
congregation the Community Care Team organize a phone canvass of all Luther Place
members This work was done in collaboration with the Organizing and Protests Team and
we prioritized early calls with our elders and others more at risk during the coronavirus
pandemic
Our intention for these calls was to
• Make a personal connection with all our members at Luther Place
• Understand specific needs that people might have during this time of compassionate
distancing and all of the impacts of the coronavirus pandemic
• Offer prayer support
• Inform how we best can be church together in the coming months
A team of more than 20 volunteers joined in the calling effort supported by the following
tools that allowed us to do this work together remotely
• The Luther Place staff updated the member directory to be used as a calling list
• Detailed calling instructions and a script
• Several Zoom meetings to build community and orient callers to the work
• A Google Form to gather more detailed information from the calls
The phone canvass totals included
• 67 members reached
• 70 voice messages emails
• 30 members still to reach
• 30 google forms completed
F
e W k We look forward to adding new members to the Team and digging in on
efforts of Community Care during the pandemic We want to create a series of
communications with the congregation to more actively coordinate and communicate about
Community Care processes service with the congregation We aim to use this to further
equip and develop active Community Care within the Luther Place community The starter
core opportunities we want to describe and promote will include 1 Ways to connect with
other Luther Place members Adult and Youth spiritual formation small groups and
ministries like the 20s 30s Wise Elders Men s Group Embrace and days of service 2 In
home visits and mobile communion ministry 3 Availability of Stephen Ministry resource
people 3 A new set of dedicated volunteer group that can be available to members or
others for organizing meals small house repairs and tasks delivery and pick up of
groceries prescriptions running errands and driving to and from appointments
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Embrace
P
e Embrace is Luther Place s ministry
of LGBTQIA people who encourage and
challenge each other in their faith journeys
Our purpose is to proclaim that LGBTQIA
people along with all humankind have
been created in the image of God We bear
witness to this holy truth through support
to one another and the broader community
Ne Leade hi Upon Michael Sonnenberg s
departure one year ago Embrace took on a
new shared leadership model The ministry is
now co led by Collin Bradley Justin Fitch
Rick Grimm and Dianne Russell
Ne Vi i
S a eme
After much prayer and discernment the new leaders of Embrace
assisted by Jackson Droney drafted a vision statement for 2020 The approved document
can be found in Section 3 of this annual report
A noteworthy theme is the group s desire to be more connected with the congregation
and to other congregations in the area To this end Embrace prepared food and offered
hospitality for both Palm Sunday and the annual budget meeting hosted an Advent and
Lenten vespers co hosted a synod wide RIC gathering and planned a trip to the
Newseum to see the Rise Up exhibit with members of a church that is hoping to become
an RIC congregation
Rai b
S da
In addition to Pride and RIC Sunday this year
for the first time we added a third Rainbow Sunday which took
place in October to celebrate National Coming Out Day and
commemorate Matthew Shepard
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Faith Formation

Luther Place is blessed with two incredible resources incredibly talented and willing lay
leaders and a robust number of children engaged in faith formation We are also blessed
to have caregivers who have made their children s faith lives and community models a
priority and we have received great feedback Taking that all in and taking this moment
that the church is in we began an experiment in creativity and design of faith formation
really taking some risks to see if we can bridge what we know hasn t worked with what
we believe this time is calling for These risks only expanded amidst pandemic with a
clearer articulation to underpin all of our faith formation with our values of
intergenerationality and racial justice 2019 was a pilot time of a hybrid model rotating
through a few different models of how to set up the space and audience of that time
before worship What linked each week together were three things integrated themes
with worship Scripture texts following the Lectionary and a simple liturgical template
that emphasized prayer public church and our baptismal promises A few notable things
were added a new class for infants toddlers and pre k aged children that met
consistently a separate monthly Caregiver Forum once a month an Intergenerational
Activity at the beginning of every month paired with breakfast and a monthly all ages
one room Sunday School class
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Faith Formation
Chelsey Christensen Amanda Lindamood and Pastor Karen piloted an original
customized curriculum written as a team and invited interested teachers and volunteers
to sign up to serve on a rotation We committed to making teaching easy to do by
providing content and training and also sharing responsibility with enough support and
planning This model of Sunday School kicked off on September 8th in the basement with
an intergenerational activity coordinated by Pastor Karen over breakfast This hybrid
model of Intergenerational Programming met from September through March in person
and transitioned to a remote adaptation starting in mid March
Within the model of faith formation at a distance we increased our meeting frequency
and further integrated our programming with worship planning We provided faith
formation activities for both the congregation and the increasingly larger community of
those opting in to our publicly sourced content A calendar was conceived to create a
container with an invitation to bring aspects of our sanctuary into homes and motifs for
prayerful discernment into your daily rituals such as a Noticing Wall There are four types
of modalities emphasized in this calendar inquiry prayer movement and community
• Inquiry practice how am I engaged in exploration experimentation questioning and
investigation in my relationship with God
• Prayer Practice how am I expanding my comfort engagement participation and
examples of how to pray and how to listen to God
• Movement Practice how is my body and my attunement to the physical needs of the
world connected to my relationship with God
• Community Practice how can I be connected to God myself and my neighbors at the
same time especially when not physically together How is God calling me to engage
with the world more deeply more widely and with intention
Meaningful faith formation seeks to combine theology relevance community practices
resources and support in equal parts We are committed to supporting congregants and
caregivers with tools accountability peer support and practice navigating how to have
faithful conversations about racism racial violence and police violence as we continue to
see escalations of state violence police brutality and racial violence amidst a pandemic
response that perpetuates existing inequities We commit to nurturing intergenerational
relationships rooted in contextual learning theology and a commitment to faith
formation across the lifespan
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Finance

Members: Kate Wulff, Treasurer Tara Hogan, President Tom Randall, Chair, Julie
Hamre, and Andrew McIlroy We would love some new members
0 Activity
There is good news about the congregation s financial activity in 2019 Church
activity LP operations, Steinbruck Center, and ArtSmart Camp ended the year
with a cash surplus of 50,000, thanks to the very successful Steinbruck Center
program Congregational offering exceeded budget by nearly 6,000 In addition,
Luther Place served as the fiscal agent for the Beloved Community Incubator,
which closed the year with a surplus of 46,255
0 0 Activity
There is nothing normal about this year, but Luther Place is in a strong position
to weather this storm Not only are we blessed with significant cash resources,
our members are stepping up to provide additional support
As of May 31, Church activity is running a small surplus However, approximately
100,000 of Steinbruck Center related income will likely be deferred to next year
as we decide how and when to reopen the Steinbruck Center We have also had
some changes in tenants that are not yet reflected in our finances
Thanks to the extraordinary generosity of our members, friends, and neighbors
we have been able to respond to times such as these We are able to help
support our neighbors financially and we have been able to support those
seeking justice in our city
Response to the appeal for the Pastor s Special Fund to support those impacted
by Covid has been nothing short of extraordinary: the balance is over 50,000 In
addition, friends and strangers alike have donated over 14,000 to our protester
support fund and enough supplies to fill the building It s a wonderful and
amazing way to carry out ministry in our city
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Long Range Planning
C e C mmi ee Membe : Pastor Karen Brau, Sarah Johnson, Amanda Lindamood,
Jackson Droney, Andrew McIlroy, Dick Rortvedt
In 2018 LRP was tasked with examining ways Luther Place uses its building to generate
revenue, both from longer term office leasing and short term events use The
committee developed building use guidelines, standardized event space use fees,
produced a brochure to promote LP as a wedding venue, recruited new tenants,
developed strategies for increasing available office spaces, set parameters for increasing
rents, updated and renewed leases As a result of LRP s efforts, building facility use
increased by 13 5 in 2019 from 89k in 2018 to 101k in 2019 Facility use revenue had
been expected to increase by another 17 8 in 2020 to 119k, however recently
announced plans by several tenants to give up their spaces make that goal
unachievable
At the request of the Congregation Council, the committee is currently working to wrap
up remaining tasks related to building space use planning and to broaden its agenda to
complement the congregation s revisioning process The committee and invited LP
members are reading and discussing a book that can help inform us about the need for
and challenges of such revisioning The book is Quietly Courageous: Leading the Church
in a Changing World by Gil Rendle
The lockdown resulting from the COVID 19 pandemic, required all of our office tenants
to work remotely As a result of their experiences of effectively working from home and
concerns about increased health risks and budget pressures, thus far, two tenants
Lutheran Volunteer Corps and Diverse City Fund announced plans to give up their
office spaces in August 2020 In addition, the Oasis Senior Center managed by TERRIFIC,
Inc also ceased operations in our basement in March due to social distancing
requirements Uncertainty about reopening the program and ongoing concerns about
the security of their property in our building led to TERRIFIC s decision to terminate the
Senior Center program at Luther Place in June
LRP s priorities have shifted to coordinating with other Luther Place ministries Protest
and Organizing Committee, Property Committee, Steinbruck Center, ArtSmart Summer
Camp on the most effective and safe ways to use our space in the short and medium
term to serve priority community needs
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Men s Fellowship
Men s Fellowship is a self selected group of men associated with Luther Place, open to
all who desire the companionship and spiritual home for monthly discussions of our
lives, spiritual matters, and what is important to each of us at Luther Place and beyond
As our first co leader, former Pastor Bob Holum, said soon after the first men s breakfast
in 2007, men have feelings, too , and we enjoy sharing them Dan Corbett was the
other founding leader and they are both still active in our Men s Fellowship In the last
year, we met every month except December, in one of our homes, or for happy hour in
a restaurant, and sometimes for special events
In June 2019, Gary Maring planned a trip to his family s Gettysburg farm with a tour of
part of the battlefield In October, Tom Randall hosted us in the Steinbruck Center
dining room at Luther Place, and in January, 2020 Dick Rortvedt led our annual Winter
Retreat at Rolling Ridge with spiritual leadership by Jackson Droney
We have been meeting by Zoom since March 2020 which makes it easier for Bob
Holum to join us each month from Pennsylvania
In addition to the above named, leadership of Men s Fellowship includes Tom Chacko,
Collin Bradley, Hamza Salem, Jacob Nordman, Einar Olsen, and each of the hosts
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Personnel
Membe

Susan Boyle, Eddy Ameen, Doug Walter, Tara Hogan

P
e The committee s role is to maintain
relationships between the congregation and staff,
oversee the compensation structure of the staff,
develop personnel policies and job descriptions,
provide oversight for interview and selection
processes, work with the Senior Pastor to conduct
performance evaluations, and consult in the
resolution of conflicts
LP Staff 2019 2020
Highligh Ja Feb
Personnel worked with Pastor Karen, Sarah Johnson and Justin Fitch to re align their job
descriptions to reflect the change in duties brought about by the elimination of a Parish
Administrator position Sarah Johnson has assumed the majority of Luther Place s day to
day operations in addition to her work as the director of the Steinbruck Center Justin Fitch
has assumed the majority of duties associated with publishing the e news, website,
Facebook page, and social media in addition to his work as the director of music
Personnel consulted with the Search and Executive committees to revise the job
description for the position of director of spiritual formation and community care DSFCC
We are grateful for the spirit led work that members of these committees have put into the
search process Due to COVID 19, this search is on hold until further notice

Challe ge
With the closing of the building to worship and group activities, there was a need to
protect the health and safety of all employees and to continue our commitment to a fair
and living wage for all employees Personnel has been in regular contact with Pastor Karen,
Sarah, and Justin to ensure that employees are following evolving CDC guidelines The
Congregation and Personnel have also committed to continuing to pay the salaries of
employees whose positions cannot be work from home
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Property

Committee Members: Tim Reed chair , Dick Rortvedt, Kathleen McGuire,
Chris Peterson, Cathi Jones council liaison , Sarah Johnson, Tove Anderson,
Andrew McIlroy, and Jeff Serfass

The Property Committee was able to
complete six 6 of our 2019 line item
construction projects LICP and was able to
stay under our annual maintenance budget
for the year The highlights of the projects that
we completed were the repair of the lighting
protection system, the resealing of the 4th
floor of Vermont Ave windows, the removal of
a portion of the rear pew for wheelchair
access, the addition of a strainer on the
domestic water supply, and the replacement
of the 2nd 3rd Floor water fountains
Our priority for the year was to hire a
replacement Sexton While our initial hire did
not work out, Sarah Johnson has stepped up
and done a phenomenal job of fulfilling those
duties We are extremely grateful to have her
as a resource
The Property Committee has deferred some
non essential projects during the pandemic, in
anticipation of a reduction of rental income
from our tenants
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Protest and Organizing

I a g al Yea f P e
O ga i i g C mmi ee
This year marked the first year of a joint protest and organizing committee with a budget line
from the Luther Place church council The committee was born out of both the organizing
action teams, which had been meeting for a few months in early 2019, and the Protest and
Movement team which had existed prior To better coordinate Luther Place s ministries and
commitments to both Protests Organizing we merged both teams to form the Protest and
Organizing Committee We commit ourselves to long term organizing campaigns in
partnership with organizations such as Washington Interfaith Network WIN and the
Congregation Action Network CAN to achieve sustainable, long lasting goals in community
to build power and create justice We are also a church committed to justice and realizing our
sense of place by providing hospitality and solidarity to protests for justice in Washington, DC
The committee plays an integral role in, or otherwise supports, Luther Place s involvement in
creating ministries of hospitality, solidarity and welcome to protests and movements such as
Women s March, March for Our Lives, immigrant rights organizations and most recently the
Black Lives Matter uprisings across Washington, DC
Wa hi g
I e fai h Ne
k WIN
This year 2020 was a major and important election in Ward 2, where Luther Place is located
The former council member resigned due to an ethics scandal and 8 candidates ran to replace
him Though WIN and Luther Place are nonpartisan organizations and institutions, we are
committed to a set of values and principles to advance justice and see our neighbors benefit
equitably from the city s development projects and programs Thus, Luther Place organizing
and protest committee committed to engaging with our neighbors at James Apartments and
other public housing buildings for listening sessions and to be in deeper relationships Though
a large Ward 2 candidate forum had been cancelled for the Ward 2 election, WIN committed
to a major GOTV phone banking effort which a number of LP members participated in and
even led Coming up on July 2nd, Luther Place has committed 30 members to turn out to a
city wide virtual action Protest and Organizing committee members are leading on turnout
efforts in the congregation
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Protest and Organizing
Black Lives Matter Protest Solidarity
Following the extrajudicial police murder of George Floyd in Minneapolis, protests quickly
formed in Washington, DC including near Luther Place. Inspired by the leadership of Holy
Trinity Lutheran Church in Minneapolis, Rachel Carle (a protest and organizing committee
member) reached out to Pastor Karen to open a table with water, snacks, and very basic first
aid to protestors. They, along with Christine Frye soon mobilized the committee and other
members to offer protest solidarity and hospitality. This ministry quickly expanded and is
ongoing, with an infrastructure of volunteer coordinators to facilitate and staff the church and
hospitality to protestors. The ministry is expressly in solidarity with the Black Lives Matter
movement and its policy demands for justice and equity to defund policing.
Organizing for Mission
This committee provided support for the Organizing for Mission training at Luther Place in
October 2019. Members provided hospitality to the retreat attendees and participated in the
weekend events to learn alongside the participants and share our experiences doing ministry
and justice in the city. The committee hosted a panel session to discuss the committee, our
goals, areas for growth, and more to help spur inspiration for attendees to start a similar
committee within their own congregations.

Successes
Major successes for the protest and organizing committee this past year were Washington
Interfaith Network engagement and relationship building. Examples include worship with
James Apartments leaders, voter turnout training, leadership from Luther Place members, and
Ward 2 mutual aid support.
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Steinbruck Center Steering Committee
Membe : Rachel Carle, Christine Frye chair , Dick Rortvedt,
Briana Okuno, Bekka Meyer, Emma Northcott council liaison ,
Andy Weaver, and staff: Sarah Johnson, Sara Babcock
Last year, the Steinbruck Center team decided that in order to
support this growing ministry, it would be wise to also grow the
steering committee The newly expanded committee met in
September for a day long retreat to team build, review the
history of the Steinbruck Center, and to set priorities for the
ministry as it heads toward its 20th anniversary in January 2021
The retreat, complete with a family friendly pool party, served as
a great foundation for the team which has since been meeting
monthly to support staff and hostel operations

There are many highlights from this year in addition to the
retreat, including the renovation of the 3rd floor hostel space
and the launch of the new Steinbruck Center website The
Steinbruck Center and steering committee priorities going
forward include marketing and strategic planning,
developing an approach to remote programming for our
college groups to engage in the fall, launching the process
for the congregation to name the hostel bunk rooms, and
planning a celebration in early 2021 to mark 20 years of this
ministry

The main challenge this year has
without a doubt been responding to
the unexpected ceasing of hostel
operations due to the coronavirus
pandemic The committee has served
as a sounding board for staff and has
also crafted a reopening plan for when
the space can safely host guests again
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Stewardship
As we continue to consider the gifts of time, talent and treasure, we thank the stewardship
team for the ministry they shared in last year
Conversations about engaging the congregation and sharing gifts culminated in a letter to
the congregation, and we asked people to make financial pledges to the ministry of Luther
Place Church for 2020
In terms of financial giving, the congregation was generous in 2019, and the annual report
lifts up how when we pool our resources, we are supporting many current ministries
In 2020, we are looking at giving, particularly financial giving, using a framing of
sufficiency This framing will be fleshed out more through this summer and fall
and as
of now, I am speaking of sufficiency in online worship each week And I am asking, if you
have sufficient money at this time, are you able to give more
Since the pandemic s arrival we have shifted how
we are being church We are asking people to give
to the Pastor s Discretionary fund gathering money
to support people and families that are negatively
impacted by loss of employment The response to
this request for funds has been tremendous
Please enjoy this picture one of our neighbors took
it reminds us that we are stewards of a place in DC
that is prominent and noticeable in its location
We give deep thanks to all who participate in the
stewardship of our building and grounds, the space
we call the Sacred Commons May we continue to
live out begin good news in this place
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Beloved Community Incubator
BCI s purpose is to serve as a cooperative incubator to offer training, technical
assistance, education, support, and resources to teams of low income, low wage,
and or minority workers to create businesses that are run on a cooperative basis As
this area is one of the most expensive places to live in the United States, the work of
BCI serves our call to social justice by responding to rising inequality and poverty in
Washington, DC
The c

e c i i ha la ded
i a
ce i a life ime im l a e
c i i a d
i We have spent the past few months fostering deep relationship
building while providing individual direct aid, immediate business support, and
long term planning
For the past year or so, BCI has been planning to build relationships with DC area
co ops and to connect DC area co ops with each other through a network of co
operation BCI has accelerated these plans during the COVID 19 crisis We
immediately began doing relational meetings with local cooperatives:
1 Dulce Hogar Cleaning Co op
2 Brighter Days Dog Walking Collective
3 Throneless Technology Cooperative
4 Circle Yoga Cooperative
In addition, during the COVID 19 crisis, BCI has offered to provide support and
begun to deepen and build relationships with four additional DC area co ops or
emerging co op projects:
1 Ve ded e U id : a group of street vendors in Wards 1 4 who have been
organizing in partnership with Many Languages, One Voice and who are seeking to
start a co op
2 Th ee Pa Ha m
Fa m : an operational urban farm in Brookland
3 Rai f e Re
a i
: a group in Maryland that is seeking to create a co op that
focuses on permaculture design and stormwater management
4 C mm i G ce C
: a group of people who live in Wards 7 8 who are
trying to organize a cooperative grocery store in Ward 7 The group hopes to
eventually be able to open multiple locations in food deserts in Wards 7 8
During the COVID 19 crisis, BCI has been providing support to DC area co ops and
emerging co op projects to various degrees in the following ways
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Beloved Community Incubator
A i a ce A l i g f COVID
Relief P g am
In late March BCI helped Dulce Hogar Cleaning Coop and Brighter Days Dog Walking
Collective apply for the DC Small Business Recovery Microgrant Program Both co ops were
awarded grants BCI has helped and continues to help Dulce Hogar Cleaning Coop Brighter
Days Dog Walking Collective Throneless Technology Cooperative and Three Part Harmony
Farm assess whether it makes sense for them to submit applications to the two available
Small Business Administration programs 1 the Payroll Protection Program 2 the Economic
Injury Disaster Loan Emergency Advance
In mid April BCI helped to organize a virtual info session on the SBA programs with a co op
consultant from the ICA Group In addition BCI has prepared an online resource for the co
ops to help them assess whether they are eligible and should apply for assistance from
various public and other COVID 19 relief The resource contains information about both SBA
programs DC unemployment compensation the DC Small Business Recovery Microgrant
Program for which applications closed on March 31 and Facebook s Small Business Grant
Program which is expected to open applications to DC area small businesses soon
F ee Acc
i g Se ice
BCI has also continued to provide accounting services to Dulce Hogar Cleaning Co op BCI
incubated Dulce Hogar beginning in 2017 and has been providing free accounting services
to Dulce Hogar since it began operations in early 2018 The goal remains for Dulce Hogar to
be able to begin to pay subsidized rates for accounting and other admin services starting
sometime in 2021 or 2022
During the COVID 19 crisis BCI has begun to provide accounting services to Brighter Days
Dog Walking Collective As BCI was working with Brighter Days on the DC Small Business
Recovery Microgrant Program in late March Brighter Days shared that they would welcome
support in reconciling their 2019 books and BCI decided to provide one time free
accounting services to Brighter Days In the coming months BCI and Brighter Days expect
to discuss entering into an agreement for BCI to provide accounting services to Brighter
Days at subsidized rates We are also helping Rainforest Renovations reconcile their books
for 2019
Lastly BCI has learned that Throneless Technology Cooperative is interested in discussing
an agreement for BCI to provide subsidized or market rate back end services to Throneless
including accounting services and possibly group health care and retirement plans for DC
area worker cooperatives BCI and Throneless expect to have these discussions in the
coming months
The idea f a c
e
k a
e ice a a hallma k e ice

li ed bel
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Beloved Community Incubator
O ga i a i
f a DC C
Eme ge c F d ai e
As the COVID 19 crisis began it became apparent both that the operations of the co ops that BCI
was in relationship would be severely disrupted and that many of the worker owners might not
qualify for some or all public COVID 19 relief programs that might become available due to
immigration status and also the classification of many of the worker owners as LLC Members who
might not be considered part of a business payroll for the purposes of the various programs As
we raise money through the month of April we have done over 1 000 in grocery distribution in
DC
BCI decided to organize a DC Coop Emergency Fundraiser to support DC area worker owners
After consulting with Dulce Hogar Cleaning Cooperative Brighter Days Dog Walking Collective
Throneless Technology Cooperative Circle Yoga Cooperative and Vendedores Unidos Many
Languages One Voice BCI decided to allocate any funds raised to Dulce Hogar Cleaning Coop
and Brighter Days Dog Walking Collective in the form of direct cash assistance for the worker
owners Depending on the amount of funds raised BCI is hoping to also be able to provide direct
cash assistance to Vendedores Unidos members Throneless Technology Cooperative helped to
organize and provided funds for the fundraiser
BCI posted the fundraising page on April 7th with the goal of raising 15 000 by April 30th We
were able to ultimately raise 20 000 We were able to provide at least 2 000 of direct cash
assistance to the five Dulce Hogar worker owners 1 000 to the nine Brighter Days worker
owners and 1 500 of total cash assistance to Vendedores Unidos
Rela i al O ga i i g f F
eC
Ne
kG
h
As mentioned above during the COVID 19 crisis BCI has offered various measures of support to
and has begun to build relationships with Vendedores Unidos Many Languages One Voice Three
Part Harmony Farm Rainforest Renovations and Community Grocery Co op We have contacted
the ICA Group to work with us on building the infrastructure for a co op network which will
include some version of the following benefits
1 Legal support
organizing the local legal clinics and pro bono attorneys
2 Administration
bookkeeping accounting services as well as client communication or other
administrative needs
3 Collective purchasing
We will be investigating providing group benefits that network
member co ops can purchase into Examples of potential benefits include health benefits paid
sick day fund or retirement plans
4 Professional needs
potentially having a contract with a graphic designer that would give
Network members a certain number of project hours
5 Shared learning and training such as marketing for small businesses
We are so proud of the work that we have been able to complete under these trying times and
are grateful for the continued support of Luther Place Memorial Church
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Long Range Planning Close Out
In Spring 2018 the Congregation Council thanked the Building Vision 2017 BV17 Team for
its work on developing plans for renovating the Parish Building and designated the Long
Range Planning LRP Committee to succeed it
LRP was tasked with
1 examining ways Luther Place currently uses its building and other property assets to
generate revenue
2 reviewing proposals by BV17 and exploring other ways to renovate the building to
maximize income
3 comparing such proposals to ideas for using the existing facility to maximize income
4 undertaking other duties as assigned by the Council
Concurrently the Council authorized establishment of a Deficit Reduction Task Force
which was to work in parallel with LRP this Task Force was never activated In late 2019 the
Congregation Council directed LRP to wind down its work by March 2020 on current
projects dealing with Parish Building office space rental and explore transitioning to a
more broad based long range planning agenda commensurate with the Congregation s
re visioning journey
The Council requested a closeout report by March 19 including responses to the
categories listed below
Names of team members participants and others who assisted
Sarah Bagge Pastor Karen Brau* Patrick Callahan Council Liaison Jackson Droney* Mark
Hindin Sarah Johnson* Amanda Lindamood* Council Liaison Andrew McIlroy* John
Means Co Chair Dick Rortvedt* Co Chair Dianne Russell Bianca Vazquez Jay Forth
Christine Frye Tim Reed and Xavier Williamson
*Current members
Accomplishments
Sh
Te m E e S ace U e
• Updated space use fee schedule for events
• Updated and expanded Space Use section of church website including policy guidelines
• Compiled established and publicized space use guidelines regarding safety security
hospitality energy efficiency recycling
• Developed policies for differentiated pricing for recurring use by grass roots legacy
recovery groups and other non profit organizations and community groups
• Created a brochure to promote Luther Place as a wedding venue
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Long Range Planning
L g Te m Te a
• Developed consistent decision making criteria for office space rentals and tenant
applications
• Leases for current tenants updated and renewed to standardize terms and include higher
rents which more fully recover Luther Place s costs of operation
• Two new tenants DC Jobs with Justice DCJWJ and Diverse City Fund DCF were
recruited to move into the second floor in 2019
• Another new tenant Shalem Institute for Spiritual Formation was recruited to move into
the current LVC and DCF offices in August 2020
• Negotiating possible LVC move to Choir Room or two adjoining offices on second floor
• Negotiating possible DCF move to Choir Room
• Negotiating possible DCJWJ move to Choir Room
• Developed plan for relocating church archival materials from Choir Room to other spaces
so Choir Room could be leased to tenants
• As a result of LRP s efforts revenues from Parish Building facility use increased by 13 5 in
2019 from 89k in 2018 to 101k in 2019 and are expected to increase by another 17 8 in
2020 to 119k
• LRP s recommendation to the Finance Committee was adopted to reserve for future
renovations 10 of increased rental revenues in 2020 compared to 2018 the 2020 set
aside for renovation is estimated at 3k
• Held multiple meetings with TERRIFIC to clarify and resolve participant behavior and
security issues with the Senior Center including standardizing space use terms to conform
to those with other tenants
• Made recommendation to maintain the Steinbruck Center s overflow hostel presence on
the third floor
Di ce me
• Recruiting non profit tenants with compatible missions instead of seeking commercial
renters aligns with Luther Place s values
• Maintaining flexible shared use of spaces rather than exclusive space use is better for the
Congregation
• Building broader Congregation consensus Council Property Youth and Families
Steinbruck Center small groups etc is required to develop and implement appropriate
space use policies that address concerns about hospitality safety and other major issues
The committee discerned that many considerations come into play when making space
use decisions In addition to mission compatibility revenue generation and space
availability the committee explored building security and safety workstations and storage
for church volunteers building cleaning and maintenance and policies and procedures
related to common spaces parking and building entry
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Long Range Planning

Recommendations on long range planning future work team structure or process
By March 2020 LRP plans to wrap up most of its current work of increasing revenue from
leasing more office space in the Parish Building
The first step in transitioning to a new more broadly based iteration of the team is to read
and reflect together on the book Quietly Courageous Leading the Church in a Changing
World
Invite select Congregation members to join LRP Committee in reading and discussing this
book We recommend that Council should establish the Long Range Planning Committee
as a permanent committee
LRP s future agenda should address among other things hospitality challenges safety
challenges deficit reduction archives management processes for handling
tenant ministry issues reconfiguring second floor office spaces and intergenerational
ministries
The Property Committee should manage future lease negotiations and renewals LRP may
wish to continue using the co chair model
The Council should determine whether further action is needed to close the budgetary
gap that goes beyond the purview of the Long Range Planning Committee The
envisioned Task Force on Deficit Reduction would have had a broader purview
considering building and space use income and expenses as well as personnel planning
and costs stewardship activity and grants and investments
Joys

Concrete work accomplished

Challenges Negotiating with the Senior Center about building entry security reallocation
of basement space and increased rent
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N Street Village
N Street Village NSV currently operates at five locations serving nearly 2000 women per
year Over 400 women are housed in NSV permanent supportive housing and shelter NSV
is a significant partner in city wide efforts through the DC Interagency Council on
Homelessness ICH NSV was a leader this past year in updating the city s Homeward DC
strategic plan to make homelessness rare brief and non recurring
Both of the buildings owned by NSV Flagship and Miriam s House were successfully
renovated in the last few years and reconfigured for program growth including vocational
programs and trauma based programming NSV derives about 50 percent of its operating
revenue from government contracts Much of the remainder must still be raised through
annual fundraising NSV had another successful Gala in March with approximately 800
attending and realizing more than 1 5 million this is the single largest fund raising event of
the year The annual Empowerment Luncheon had to be cancelled due to the pandemic
NSV continues to deliver on its mission during the COVID 19 crisis all programs continue to
deliver services with the exception of Bethany Day Center which remains closed in order to
limit viral spread and protect residents and employees Further updates include
• NSV continues to invest in its staff and remains committed to keeping employees
whole throughout this crisis as work schedules are disrupted
• Government partners have been working extremely well with NSV and this funding
has only become more robust in the short term payment of premium pay for frontline
workers 100
contract reimbursement rate and now temps are covered under
contracts over the longer term as well
• Donors have been extremely generous and as a result NSV expects to end the fiscal
year 6 30 20 with a surplus
• NSV expects to see the impact of COVID 19 next fiscal year in reduced contributed
income will also be watching government funding very carefully in light of DC budget
cuts as contracts come up for renewal and is well positioned to close a funding gap
with a combination of Paycheck Protection Program PPP funds and a portion of its
healthy Operating Reserve
• While next fiscal year is subject to tremendous uncertainty NSV does not anticipate
program cuts at this point and will in fact make some investment in redesigning
mental health service delivery for a partially virtual environment tele mental health
and keep an eye on any food insecurity issues that may arise
Luther Place continues to be represented on the board by Portia Robertson Migas Gary
Maring and Pastor Karen The discussion about Luther Place offering NSV loan forgiveness
in exchange for a permanent land covenant continues
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Embrace Ministry at Luther Place
OUR PURPOSE
Embrace is Luther Place s ministry of LGBTQIA people who encourage and challenge each
other in their faith journeys Our purpose is to proclaim that LGBTQIA people along with all
of creation have been created in the image of God We bear witness to this holy truth
through support to one another and the broader community
OUR GUIDING PRINCIPLES
• We seek to create a supportive space within Luther Place by providing hospitality
connection inspiration and fun for all and especially for those who identify as LGBTQIA
• We walk together in our questioning exploration celebrations and struggles
• We engage in lifelong learning and conversation to faithfully discern the infinite diversity
of God s creation
• We respond to the injustice and oppression that LGBTQIA people experience through
systems and institutions and through personal experience by speaking out showing up
and providing service to those who are impacted
• We participate in the public life of the church bringing visibility to LGBTQIA people
OUR VISION
The Embrace Ministry within Luther Place will be part of all the efforts to embody a
community that looks and feels like God s dream for creation in its beautiful expansiveness
and where all who are LGBTQIA are called to walk with Christ and one another The
Embrace Ministry will use our gifts to act in the world and build the beloved community to
offer
•W
hi
Embrace will support worship life at Luther Place offering leadership
especially during Pride Month services and Reconciling in Christ Sunday
• S i i al G
h Embrace will support the spiritual development of LGBTQIA people
and the Luther Place community through organized contemplation study and reflection
• C mm i Ca e Embrace will provide opportunities for LGBTQIA people in the
congregation to know learn about and support each other through regular opportunities
for mutual ministry service and social connection
•J
ice Embrace stands in solidarity with LGBTQIA people seeking just treatment by
religious civil and other authorities participating in prophetic movements and social
actions to bring change to systems institutions and society
•H
i ali
Embrace recognizes the diversity among LGBTQIA people and strives to a
ministry that reflects the expansiveness of God s creation through shared leadership
continuous evaluation and discernment of cross sectional impacts
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Vital Records
Council Members
Tara Hogan President
Michael Wendt Vice President
Kate Wulff Treasurer
Amanda Lindamood Secretary
Caroline Eayrs
Elizabeth Ellis
Jay Forth
Joan Hay
Cathi Jones
Emma Northcott
Einar Olsen
Thomas Randall
Doug Walter

Ne Members
Ben Brown
Bryant Vande Kolk
Brian Schuh
Mallory Brangan
Kevin Finelli
Rosemary Winslow
Mark Forsberg
Tyler Robertson
Kathleen Wilson
Teresa Kennedy
Cindy Anderson
Chris Peterson
Deaths
Toby Lee Spencer
Lolly Stuart
Greg Wells
Charles Daniel

Staff Members
Rev Karen Brau Senior Pastor
Sarah Johnson Director of Steinbruck Center and Operations
Justin Fitch Director of Music
Sara Babcock Steinbruck Center Fellow

Confirmation
Skyler Dewey Gately
Stefan Dewey Gately
Owen Price
Christina Eayrs
Baptisms
Pearl Kimpel
Jude Condit
Jocelyn Rose Shaw
Marin Ava Curry Weir
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